Supports Intensity Scale (SIS) Levels

- Level 1 contains individuals with below-average support needs, reflected in an ABE score at the 50th percentile or less. Individuals in this group also have six or less behavioral indicators. The medical indicators are not relevant to this group.

- Level 2 includes individuals with average needs, having ABE scores between the 51st and 75th percentile. People in this level also have nine or fewer behavior indicators. The medical indicators are not relevant.

- Level 3 consists of individuals with above-average support needs, having ABE results that fall into the 76th percentile or higher. This group includes people with ten or less behavior indicators. The medical indicators are not relevant to this level.

- Level 4 is comprised of individuals with low-average to slightly above-average support needs but high behavior indicators. The ABE results are in the 33rd to 60th percentile, with scores ranging from 21 to 33. The behavioral scores range from 7 to 10 behavioral indicators. The medical indicators are not relevant.

- Level 5 encompasses individuals with extraordinary medical support needs. The individual in this group have mainly medical challenges, with 8 or more medical indicators. The ABE score and behavioral indicators are not relevant.

- Level 6 covers individuals with extraordinary behavioral support needs. The individuals have eleven or more behavior indicators. The ABE score and medical indicators are not relevant.